ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Laboratory Name

Brief Profile of
Technology/Product

CSIR-CSIO

Energy Management System is tool to optimise the energy
consumption by monitoring and control the utilities. EMS will
be help for Energy conservation measures, is one of the key
areas of action plan on energy. EMS consists of hardware
for monitoring energy and physical parameters and
generating control signals and display, and application
software for WEB enabled applications based on distributed
networking architecture. The software has the following
features:








WEB Enabled system with GUI;
Configuration of the system for scalability
Real time data & trends, Data logging & Analysis
Password protection
Report generation, Email & alarms;
Energy target setting;
Controlling demand & Power factor.

The EMS consists of many subsystems and scalable as per
the user requirements and the cost vary on the configuration
selected.
Returns/Benefits

With appropriate measures energy savings can be achieved
to the tune of 25% and increase in the productivity. One unit
of energy saved is equivalent to 2 to 3 units of power
generation indirectly reduces the demand for power and
environmental pollution. It helps the Maintenance and
service section for identifying the wear and tear of the
machines and helps in scheduling the preventive
maintenance. It helps to evaluate the energy efficient
equipment installed at site. Return on investment will be
varying from 6 months to few years.

Validation Level

The Energy Management System based on Lon Works and
MODBUS were field tested and technology documents were
made and transferred the technology.

Applications

 Beneficiaries: Automobile, ceramics, chemical, cold
storage, film processing, food processing, hospitals,
paper & pulp, research labs, software development
houses, textiles, water pumping stations, etc.

End product price (if
not available,
estimated price)





For a Minimum configuration of EMS system with
iLON server, PC and energy, physical & control nodes
without process parameter measurements and
actuators is about Rs. 10.00 lakhs.
Approx. Market Potential (in Nos.) 100 units /year.

Technology/Product
Collaborator

Technology transferred to M/s Smart Metering Energy
Solutions, Panchkula and M/s Siva Techno Centre, Chennai

Relevance of
Technology in present
times

The ever increasing the demand supply gap of energy need
the measures for energy conservation. The peak demand
supply gap is about 13% and the generation growth is about
8%. Any measures for energy conservation needs the
energy monitoring and control for optimum utilization of
energy. CSIO developed and consistently upgrading the
technology with the developments taking place in the area of
electronics and internet of things. Earlier only industries are
looking for energy conservation measures. The per capita
energy demand is increasing as more and more electrical
appliances are used in domestic sector and the need for
energy management raising to meet demands including the
decentralized power generation through renewable energy
sources.

Similar
technology/product
developed

The cost of the system available from MNC are costlier
Siemens
Schneider
L&T

Picture of the
technology/product (if
any, with good
resolution)

